A comprehensive quantification method for eicosanoids and related compounds by using liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry with high speed continuous ionization polarity switching.
Fatty acids and related metabolites, comprising several hundreds of molecular species, are an important target in disease metabolomics, as they are involved in various mammalian pathologies and physiologies. Selected reaction monitoring (SRM) analysis, which is capable of monitoring hundreds of compounds in a single run, has been widely used for comprehensive quantification. However, it is difficult to monitor a large number of compounds with different ionization polarity, as polarity switching requires a sub-second period per cycle in classical mass spectrometers. In the present study, we developed and evaluated a comprehensive quantification method for eicosanoids and related compounds by using LC/MS with high-speed continuous ionization polarity switching. The new method employs a fast (30ms/cycle) continuous ionization polarity switching, and differentiates 137 targets either by chromatography or by SRM transition. Polarity switching did not affect the lower limits of quantification, which ranged similarly from 0.5 to 200pg on column. Lipid extracts from mouse tissues were analyzed by this method, and 65 targets were quantitatively detected in the brain, including 6 compounds analyzed in the positive ion mode. We demonstrated that a fast continuous ionization polarity switching enables the quantification of a wide variety of lipid mediator species without compromising the sensitivity and reliability.